Runs very smoothly. Holocaust would not have worked so easily. French establishment is anti-semitic.

Very High level of cooperation. Civilian life continues.

In the east: Very different. War of extermination. Aktion Zamosc. Polish inhabitants are forced out of their houses.

Large attempt to recast the map. Attempt to employ ethnic cleansing. \( \rightarrow \) social engineering.

41: military movement is followed by civil troops who are also very violent.

Literature of last 20 years: people behaved as if they were in line with ideological framework of the regime. Soldiers have prejudice.

Stereotypes get reinforced by miserable living conditions.

The Holocaust is an integral element of world war II in the east. #Radicalisation.

This war has brutalised people. Final solution in 42. Distinctions made between who can be part of national community and those who cannot be part of it.

Racial thinking is popular in the Western World. Fear amongst middle classes that working classes have more children & that they will take over.

Correlation between person’s success and its genetic stock.

The Kallikak family of New Jersey. \( \rightarrow \) children and grand children of criminals will also be criminals. Etc.

This theory became used by the Nazis. Radical scientists were given support by the Nazi government.

Asocials were targeted. New laws passed by Nazi administrative enabled people to be put away.

Class and race is a fundamental thing. Law against dangerous habitual criminals in 1944.

A lot of criminal offenders suffered and if a better environment, they can change. Only habitual criminals should be treated harshly.

The regime creates distinction between peoples and society accepts it. \( \rightarrow \) goes to the extreme of killing. (ie: handicapped people in asylums in 1940 and 1941) Law for prevention of genetic disease \( \rightarrow \) working class people were sterilized. Up to 70,000 people who were handicapped were singled out and gazed. High level of German cooperation. But certain line could not be crossed. People who are not fit for survival.